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Evidence for double resonant Raman decay from a Ag surface
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We have investigated the electron pair emission from a Ag(100) surface upon photon absorption which leads
to the emission of a 4p photoelectron. The subsequent Auger decay proceeds in a single-step process as shown
previously. Key finding was the emergence of a diagonal intensity feature in a two-dimensional kinetic energy
distribution of the electron pair whose width reveals a characteristic time of 30 as for the dynamics of the
core-hole decay process. We utilize this observation as a tool to identify an unexpected pathway of electron pair
emission. Once the photon energy is at the threshold of a double 4p core hole creation we notice a sizeable
broadening of the energy sharing distribution. We associate this process to the excitation of two 4p electrons
between the Fermi and vacuum level followed by radiation less double electron excitation. This feature is
characterized by an energy sum of the pair which disperses linearly with the photon energy. Therefore, we
regard it as a double resonant Raman decay.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since the seminal work of Einstein on the photoelectric
effect photoemission has evolved into an indispensable tool
to characterize the electronic properties of matter. Angle-
resolved energy distributions can be linked to the underlying
band structure of the material in which an effective single-
particle picture is commonly used. Enhanced energy and
momentum resolution disclosed fine details of the photoemis-
sion spectra that are strictly related to many-body character of
the system.

The very existence of the electron-electron interaction is
responsible for the absorption of a single photon that leads to
multielectron emission. A prominent example for two elec-
trons is the emission of a photoelectron and a concomitant
Auger electron. On this effect are based powerful tools for
the chemical characterization of surfaces known as x-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and Auger electron spec-
troscopy. Gas phase experiments have revealed additional
channels leading to electron pair emission, e.g., double Auger
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decay [1–4]. The emission of three or four electrons upon sin-
gle photon absorption is also well-documented [5,6]. Multiple
electron emission events have experienced renewed interest
with the availability of intense and ultrashort light pulses
from synchrotron and laser sources. These allow to address
fundamental questions on the time evolution of the electron
dynamics on the attosecond (as) timescale [7–10].

If the photon energy approaches the threshold for a core
level excitation, one can observe resonant photoemission. It
leads to additional satellite peaks in the valence band photo-
electron spectrum, e.g., Ni and Cu, whose explanation rests,
in this specific case, on a picture of two correlated 3d holes
[11–13]. These extra satellites are a manifestation of the elec-
tron correlation among the valence electrons.

Intimately related to resonant photoemission is the res-
onant Auger-Raman effect [14]. Near the threshold photon
energy a core electron populates a state just above EF but
below the vacuum level. The sample is now in an autoionizing
state and an Auger transition takes place. The exited core
electron may or may not take part in this process leading to
the so-called participator or spectator decay. Unlike in regular
Auger decay, in which the kinetic energy is independent of
the photon energy, the spectator decay does display a linear
dispersion [14,15]. This is then referred to as resonant Raman
decay, it can be utilized to determine the timescale of electron
dynamics which is referred to as core-hole clock spectro-
scopy [16].

We will demonstrate that when the photon energy matches
twice the binding energy of a core state, the conventional
process of single core electron ionization followed by emis-
sion of a single Auger electron, can be accompanied by a
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competing two electrons resonant Raman process. The latter
channel implies the promotion of a pair of core electrons to
an excited bound state that eventually decays by filling up the
two core holes and ejecting a pair of valence electrons that
continuously share the excess energy. To prove the existence
of such an excitation de-excitation process we have performed
an Auger-photoelectron coincidence spectroscopy (APECS)
investigation of the photon energy dependence of the electron
pair emission from a Ag(100) surface. We find that the distri-
bution of Auger-photoelectron pairs peaks along the lines of
constant sum energy (Esum = Ephotoelectron + EAuger) of the 2D
energy plot and is well-approximated by a Lorentz line shape
with FWHM of roughly 23 eV; see Appendix B. At 118 and
124 eV the energy sharing between Eleft and Eright cannot be
described by the sum of two Lorentzians approximately 20 eV
wide as it was done at higher and lower photon energies. To
justify the absence of a sharp local minimum at Ediff = 0, it is
assumed to come from the contribution of a third Lorentzian
centered at equal energy sharing. We regard this finding as
evidence for a competing pathway for electron pair emission.
We interpret this as a double core hole creation followed by
relaxation via a double resonant Raman decay.

II. EXPERIMENT

We utilized a coincidence set-up with a pair hemispherical
analyzers with 200 mm mean radius which we call “left”
and “right,” respectively [17–20]. The electron-optical axes
of the two spectrometer are perpendicular to each other and
define the x and y axis, see Fig. 1. Within this scattering
plane the angular acceptance is ± 15◦. The photon beam is
perpendicular to the scattering plane and defines the z axis.
The sample manipulator axis is within the x-z plane such that
the incoming light has a grazing angle of 10◦ with the [010]
direction of the Ag(100) surface. The surface normal has an
angle of 45◦ with respect to the spectrometer aligned along
the x axis [21]. They are equipped with channel plates with
resistive anodes as position sensitive detectors to record the
impact position. We employ a four-way coincidence circuit
in which the channel-plate signals have to be within 165 ns
while at the same time the electronics of the resistive anodes
indicate a successful impact position determination. The latter
are needed to determine the kinetic energy of the coincident
particles. For each valid event the arrival time (tleft and tright) at
the respective detector with respect to the coincidence trigger
is known. This allows to compute the arrival time histogram
dt = tleft − tright and this will show a peak residing on a
constant background. The emergence of a peak is evidence
of “true” coincidences as discussed in the pioneering work of
Bothe and Geiger and established in the literature [22–24].
Two independent photons can also lead to the emission of
two uncorrelated electrons termed of “random” events. We
adopted established procedures to remove this contribution,
all spectra we present have been corrected in this way [17–20].
We will introduce an unexpected pathway of pair emission,
therefore we want to be more specific on the details of this
procedure as explained in Appendix A.

The measurements were performed with a pass energy of
300 eV and an entrance slit of 1 mm. The energy window
which is dispersed onto the channel-plate detector amounts

FIG. 1. Geometry of the experiment. The two spectrometer
define a scattering plane and the electron-optical axes of the spec-
trometer are perpendicular to each other. They define the x and y
axis. The propagation direction of the UV radiation is along the z
axis. The manipulator axis is within the x-z plane tilted by an angle
of 10◦. The surface normal n of the sample encloses an angle of 45◦

with the x axis.

to 27 eV, while the resolution is 0.8 eV. In contrast to the
usual operation of electron spectrometer we do not scan the
energies, but fix the energy. All kinetic energies are referred
to the vacuum level of the sample held at room temperature.
The output of the experiment is efficiently represented by false
color tridimensional plots of the coincidences count rate ver-
sus the kinetic energy Eleft and Eright: in short the 2D-energy
distributions. The preparation of the Ag(100) surface followed
standard procedures of Ar+ sputtering and annealing. The
base pressure of the chamber was 5 × 10−11 mbar. We uti-
lized the beam line UE56/2-PGM-2 of the BESSY-II electron
storage of the HZB/Berlin [25,26]. We performed measure-
ments with light of both circular polarization and present the
polarization integrated spectra.

Each coincidence event with the associated information is
stored in a list. This allows a post-experimental analysis. In
this work we will show three different energy distributions
obtained from this list. These are the 2D-energy presentations,
the energy sum and sharing curves. The latter are obtained by
an energy constraint on the sum energy as discussed later.

III. ENERGY SPECTRA

Usually it is assumed that the emission of an Auger elec-
tron proceeds through a sequential process after the core
electron emission. This two-step evolution is a reasonable
approximation whenever the core-hole lifetime is longer than
the electron-electron interaction time and the core-hole relax-
ation does not affect the autoionizing Auger decay [27]. In
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general, this is not the case and core ionization and Auger
decay are intimately correlated in a one-step process [27]. The
Coster-Kronig decay involving the 4p level for Ag and Pd
and the 3p level of Cu are paradigmatic examples of such a
correlated behavior that manifests itself in experiments with
an extraordinary large line width of the core level spectra
[19,28–31]. The underlying physics could be related with a
rapid fluctuation of the intermediate state between two con-
figurations. This is responsible for a breakdown of the single
electron picture. The key signature is a diagonal intensity band
within a 2D-energy distribution of the emitted electron pair
that speaks for a strong covariance (correlation in energy) of
the two final unbound electrons.

In Fig. 2 we present the 2D-energy distributions for the 4p
NVV electron pair emission of Ag(100) as measured at three
different photon energies. In each panel we have included a
black diagonal line which presents the maximum energy sum
Emax

sum a pair can have. The entity is defined as the difference
of the photon energy and twice the work function φ that is
Emax

sum = hν − 2φ. The work function for the Ag(100) surface
is φ = 4.4 eV. Common to all plots is an almost vanishing
intensity near the Emax

sum line. Upon moving away from this line
the intensity starts to pick up and finally a high intensity region
parallel to the Emax

sum line emerges. Its energetic position is the
same with respect to the Emax

sum line for all photon energies. We
have highlighted this by adding a pair of dashed diagonal lines
in the energy presentations. These have all the same energy
position with respect to the Emax

sum line. The emergence of the
diagonal intensity ridge demonstrates that the formulation of a
two-step process for the 4p Auger decay is incorrect [28]. The
diagonal intensity ridge has the largest (along the constant
Esum diagonal) extension for hν = 118 eV, while for the other
two photon energies it is much narrower, roughly 20 eV in
both cases. For the experiments plotted in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)
both spectrometer covered the same energy window, while for
the measurement in Fig. 2(c) the settings where very different.
In the latter case the intensity maximum is at the energy co-
ordinate 38 eV/142 eV. From symmetry considerations there
must exist an additional intensity maximum at 142 eV/38 eV,
which we can only see if the spectrometer settings are
exchanged. In other words the full energy spectrum consists of
two intensity maxima along a diagonal line, see Appendix B.
While the 2D-energy spectra display a strong photon energy
dependence this is not the case for the sum energy spectra
shown in Fig. 3. In this figure we employ as x axis the
two-particle binding energy EB

2e, which measures the energy
sum of the emitted pair with respect to the Emax

sum value, i.e., the
binding energy of the final two-hole state EB

2e = hν − Esum.
The spectra are very similar in shape and energetic position
despite the large variations of the diagonal intensity feature in
Fig. 2. The intensity maximum is at 16.7–17.0 eV and a shoul-
der is visible around 10 eV. Toward higher-binding energy
values the intensity decreases almost linearly. This decrease is
a consequence of the decreasing number of energy channels
at the lower left-hand corner of the 2D-energy plots in
Fig. 2.

If the Auger process leads to two vacancies in the valence
band, then the simplest description of the Auger line shape is
a self-convolution of the valence band single particle density-
of-states (DOS) [32]. A more sophistic treatment uses this as

FIG. 2. Photon energy dependent 2D-energy spectra. In panels
(a) and (b) both spectrometer cover the same energy window. In panel
(c) different energy windows are selected. The solid diagonal lines
refer to the position of Emax

sum . The pairs of dashed lines indicate the
energetic region used for the sharing curves. They are 16.7 ± 2.5 eV
below Emax

sum .

input together with the electron-electron interaction described
by a parameter Ueff [33,34].

The DOS of the Ag valence band is high for binding
energies centered at 5 ± 2eV below EF where 10 4d elec-
trons are located. The strongly dispersing 5sp band, from
about 8 eV below up to EF , contributes with one electron.
Therefore, the probability to remove two electrons from EF

is strongly reduced compared to the 4d band region. The
valence band spectrum measured with XPS can be regarded as
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FIG. 3. We show the Esum spectra measured at different photon
energies. The coincidence rate was integrated along constant Esum

lines of Fig. 2. In panel (a) we have included the self-convolution of
the valence band DOS shifted by 5.6 eV (dashed curve).

a good approximation of the single particle DOS. Therefore,
we used published data from a Ag surface as the input for
the self-convolution which has been included in Fig. 3(a) as
dashed curve [35]. To account for the electron correlation
in a simple manner we shifted this curve by 5.6 eV toward
higher two-hole state binding energies. This energy shift is in
line with more detailed investigations of the Auger line shape
in single electron spectroscopy and APECS measurements
[36,37]. The intensity peak at E2e

B = 16.7 eV is therefore
due to contributions which leave two vacancies in the 4d
valence band. In our previous work we have associated this
with 4d−2 multiplets [28]. The low intensity near E2e

B = 0 is a
consequence of the low occupancy of the strongly dispersing
5sp band.

At this point we emphasize that the description of the 4p
hole state in terms of a spin-orbit doublet is questionable.
This due to the breakdown of the single electron picture in
the case of the Ag 4p as discussed earlier [28,31]. The rapid
fluctuation between different short lived intermediate ionic

TABLE I. Experimental ionization energies of single I+
p and

double core hole creation I2+
p on the 1s levels C, N, and O

[3,6,48–50]. The term RI
exp is the ratio of the experimental double

and single ionization energy. The prediction from Slater [47] is given
by RI

mod.

1s Orbital I+
p (eV) I2+

p (eV) RI
exp RI

mod

C in CO K−2 296.2 666.7 2.25 2.25
C in C2h6 K−2 290.6 650.6 2.24 2.25
C in CH4 K−2 290.8 651.5 2.24 2.25
N in N2 K−2 409.9 902.5 2.20 2.20
N in NH3 K−2 405.6 892.0 2.20 2.20
O in O2 K−2 543.1 1179.2 2.17 2.17

configurations is the strong energy covariance of the two final
unbound electrons, see Fig. 2.

IV. LINE SHAPE ANALYSIS

After the first qualitative description of the intensity band
in Fig. 2 we proceed in a more quantitative way. For this
we discuss the line shape of the diagonal intensity band. We
choose those events which possess a sum energy centered at
the peak position of the curves shown in Fig. 3. This window
is characterized by EB

2e = 16.7 ±2.5 eV visualized by the
dashed lines in Fig. 2. The energy width encompasses the full
span of the final two hole multiplet structure and furthermore
ensures sufficiently low statistical uncertainty.

The sharing curves in Fig. 4 are obtained with four dif-
ferent photon energies. In such a presentation the intensity
is plotted against the energy difference Eleft − Eright. Hence,
they represent the probability distribution for sharing of the
energy between the two final electrons. In Figs. 4(a) and 4(b)
we show the data for hν = 96 and 206 eV, respectively. At
these photon energies the extension of the diagonal feature
is the smallest and identical, as it should be determined by
the intermediate state lifetime, see Appendix B. The energy
sharing curve for hν = 96 eV has a peak at Eleft − Eright =
0 eV. In this sense Auger and photo electron have the same
kinetic energy. As stated above the theoretical description of
the broad 4p line width of Ag incorporated a rapid fluctuation
of the intermediate state, hence a rather short lifetime that
implies a natural line width larger than the experimental res-
olution. This motivates to attempt a description of the sharing
curve via a Lorentz curve. The red curve is a Lorentzian fit
to the data and the agreement is rather good as evidenced by
the residual shown on top of the plot. We find a full width at
half maximum (FWHM) of 20 eV ± 0.5 eV for hν = 96 eV.
The energy window for the analysis is given by the energy
range covered by the red curve. Essentially we use all events
except for those near the edge of the detection window. An
equivalent analysis was done for the hν = 206 eV data. Again
a Lorentzian line shape is a good description and the FWHM
is slightly larger with 23 ± 0.6 eV. The peak position is now
at a large energy difference of 104 eV, because of the increase
in the photon energy. While the Auger electron energy is un-
affected by the photon energy, the photo electron will linearly
disperse with the photon energy. The energetic position of the
Auger electron is in agreement with positron stimulated Auger
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FIG. 4. Panels (a) and (b) show the sharing curve obtained with hν = 96 and 206 eV, respectively. We fixed the two-particle binding energy
to EB

2e = 16.7 ± 2.5 eV. The line shape was fitted to a Lorentzian (red curve). The residual is seen at the top of each panel. Panels (c) and
(d) show the sharing curves for hν = 118 and 124 eV. The dashed curve is a simulation of two Lorentzian curves, see text.

emission due to 4p core electron annihilation from a Ag(100)
surface [38].

If our spectrometer were able to cover a larger energy
range, we would have detected a second peak in the sharing
curve centered at an energy difference of −104 eV. The appli-
cability of a Lorentz curve is relevant on two accounts. First,
it establishes that the width of the sharing curve (for constant
energy sum) is a consequence of the lifetime of the core hole
intermediate state in the Auger decay. From the width we
deduce a characteristic time of 30 as. Second, any deviation
from a Lorentz curve we associate with a deviation from a
single pathway electron pair emission.

Therefore, we want to adopt a simulation of the sharing
curve based on a Lorentzian line shape with an equal FWHM.
More precisely it consists of two Lorentzian curves whose
peak positions depend on the photon energy. The result of
the simulation for photon energies identical to the experi-
ment is shown in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d). If the photon energy
is hν = 118 eV, then we expect the peaks of the sharing
curves at ± 16 eV, which increases to ± 22 eV for hν =
124 eV. These simulated curves have been added as dashed
curves to the experimental data presented in Figs. 4(c) and
4(d). In both instances we expect a well-developed minima
for equal energy sharing. Near the boundary of the energy
window we should expect maxima. However, this is in con-
trast with the experimental data. There is still a maximum
at equal energy sharing for hν = 118 eV which evolves to
a local minimum for a slightly larger photon energy of hν =
124 eV.

A line shape analysis for those two photon energies is
reliable only in the range Eleft − Eright

∼= ±15 eV. Within this
interval the coincidence detection efficiency is constant. Out-
side this energy window, we have reached the edge of the
channel-plate detector and the detection efficiency quickly
drops to 0 for Eleft − Eright

∼= ±27 eV.
The operation with unequal spectrometer settings for hν =

124 eV allows to access a different range of energy sharing,
namely the interval Eleft − Eright = −8 to +44 eV with an
almost constant efficiency in the reduced range +8 to +33 eV
only. This has been done and Fig. 5 reveals a peak of the
sharing curve at 22 eV. This is the expected position from our
simulation, see dashed curve in Fig. 4(d). Not only the peak
position is as expected, but also a Lorentz line shape with a
FWHM of 22 eV is a good approximation.

We should point out an inconsistency in the data of
Figs. 4(d) and 5. For the latter we find that the ratio of the peak
intensity to the equal sharing values is about 4.8. Such a deep
minimum is not present in Fig. 4(d). In this case the intensity
ratio is around 1.3. This discrepancy can be explained by an
unusual behavior of the detection efficiency. In the prepara-
tion of these measurements at the synchrotron and between
measurement shifts we have performed electron pair emission
studies [termed (e,2e)] by means of a primary electron beam.
The emission of the 4d valence band leads to the emergence of
diagonal intensity band with roughly constant intensity [39].
By adjusting the primary energy, but keeping the spectrometer
settings fixed, one can move the detected energy range. In the
case of the unequal energy settings utilized for Fig. 5 the (e,
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FIG. 5. Sharing curve obtained with hν = 124 eV. We fixed the
two-particle binding energy to EB

2e = 16.7±2.5 eV. The line shape
was fitted to a Lorentzian (red curve). The residual is seen at the top
of the panel.

2e) measurement revealed an almost constant sharing inten-
sity within the peak region. Toward more negative sharing the
intensity drops and for equal sharing it is roughly a factor 2.5
smaller than in the region of constant intensity.

The main observation is an emergence of an electron pair
emission channel which is not due to the Auger decay follow-
ing a single 4p core level excitation. It shows up if the photon
energy is in the range of 118–124 eV.

One may consider the participation of the 4s level as the
origin of the extra pathway. The binding energy of the 4s level
is 98 eV, hence the core resonant DPE process related to this
level is possible at hν = 118 and 124 eV. For hν = 118 eV the
photoelectron has an energy of 15.4 eV, which is outside the
detection window, see Fig. 2(b). Hence, the 4s related Auger
decay does not play a role.

So far we have discussed the core-resonant process, but it
is also possible that two valence electron are being emitted
without the participation of a core-electron. This process is
known as double photoemission (DPE). Experiments on a
Ag(100) surface with photon energies up to 60 eV have shown
that the intensity is in an energy window consistent with the
2e-DOS [40,41]. Specifically, there is no need to introduce an
energy shift for the 2e-DOS as done in Fig. 3(a). This speaks
against a contribution of the DPE pathway in the sharing
curves with the effect of additional intensity at the position
of the minima of the simulation (at equal energy sharing).

V. ALTERNATIVE PATHWAY OF ELECTRON EMISSION

We want to introduce a pathway which can account for
the intensity at equal energy sharing observed in Figs. 4(c)
and 4(d). Due to the fact that additional intensity is along a
diagonal line in the 2D-energy spectrum we need to assume
a single-step process. Further, the sum energy of this path
has the same two-particle binding energy, see Fig. 3. This
means that the final state must be the same, namely a double
vacancy in the 4d band. This condition is fulfilled in the
cartoon presented in Fig. 6(a). A photon lifts an electron pair

FIG. 6. Cartoon of double core hole creation (a) and subsequent
double Auger emission via two pathways (b) and (c).

from the 4p level above the Fermi level, but below the vacuum
level. This means that the photon absorption does not lead to
photoelectron emission. The absorption of a single photon by
an electron pair is certainly possible as it is the essence of
double photoemission. The sample is now in an autoionizing
state and can relax via filling of the double 4p vacancy and
subsequent electron pair emission. For this process one can
imagine two scenarios. In Fig. 6(b) the excited electron pair
returns to the 4p level and is followed by an electron pair
emission from the 4d level. Conversely, in Fig. 6(c) it is an
electron pair from the 4d level that transfers its energy to the
electron pair residing above EF . Both pathways will lead to a
double vacancy in the 4d valence band, while an electron pair
is emitted.

Our model incorporates observed outcomes in electron
coincidence spectroscopy which we recall briefly. One is the
effect of double Auger decay. Upon filling a single core va-
cancy the energy gain can be transferred to two electrons
[42–44]. In C and N-ion collisions with Ni surfaces and car-
bon foils it was discovered that the electron emission spectrum
also contained intensity at twice the nominal Auger electron
energy of the projectile [45,46]. This was explained by a
three-electron Auger decay in which a double vacancy is filled
by an electron pair and the resulting energy is transferred to a
single electron. Hence, our proposed scheme is a combination
of these two effects.

A consequence of the proposed scenario is that it is active
only in a narrow photon energy range which needs to be
specified. The energetics are summarized in Table I. In a
first step we want to explore the description by Slater [47].
There the total energy of an atom is determined by a sum
of hydrogenic energy terms of the orbitals with appropriate
shielding constants and main quantum number. To derive an
ionization/excitation energy the total energy of this changed
orbital occupation is determined. The energy difference to
the atomic value is then the ionization/excitation energy. To
validate this procedure we have applied it to published data
on double core hole (DCH) creation on molecules using as
input the single core hole excitation data [3,6,48–50]. The
DCH studies concerned the creation of double holes in the
1s levels of C, O, and N. The holes are on the same site (K−2).
The reported double ionization energy (I2+

p ) is divided by
the single ionization energy (I+p ) leading to the column RI

exp.
The last column RI

mod is obtained using Slater’s work [47].
Despite the simplicity of Slater’s description the calculated
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values are not dissimilar from the experimental ones. This mo-
tivates us to utilize it for our scenario. We point out that Slater
treats s and p levels as one group. Hence, we will change the
occupation of the a 4sp level and not the 4p level. With this in
mind we determine the energy for the creation of an Ag+ ion
with a 4sp−1 hole. Likewise we determine the energy neces-
sary to create an excited Ag atom with two 4sp vacancies in
which the two 4sp excited electrons occupy the 5sp level. The
ratio of the double excitation energy to the single ionization
energy is then 1.97.

A more accurate account would be a Hartree-Fock calcu-
lation of the Ag atom/ion in which the 4p level occupancy
is changed. This has been done via a commercial software
[51]. This leads to an energy ratio of double excitation versus
single ionization of 1.98. From this we conclude that the
minimum photon energy for double core excitation would
be roughly twice the binding energy of the 4p level. If we
use the value for the least bound part we obtain 114 eV. If one
increases this by twice the work function we obtain 122.8 eV,
at this photon energy at least one of the excited 4p electrons
is emitted and not available for the suggested scenario. For
more tightly bound 4p electrons the required photon energy
will be higher. This means the suggested scenario is possible
on the basis of energy considerations. Due to the fact that
energy sum of the pathway moves with the photon energy we
have a two-electron extension of the resonant Auger-Raman
effect [14,16]. At first sight these combinations of processes
appear a rather unlikely outcome. While the autoionizing part
is expected to occur with high probability the promotion of
two 4p electrons with a single photon just above EF is less
likely. However, the pathway takes place at photon energies
near the Cooper minimum for photoemission, thus making it
easier to reveal second-rank effects [52,53].

VI. SUMMARY

We have investigated the electron pair emission from a
Ag(100) surface upon photon absorption. Apart from the con-
ventional Auger decay due to a single 4p core hole creation,
we identify an unexpected pathway for double electron emis-
sion. It appears for photon energies near the threshold for
4p double core hole creation. To identify the nature of this
decay channel we make use of the fact that the conventional
Auger decay possesses a characteristic spectroscopic signa-
ture which is a Lorentz line shape of the energy sharing.
Therefore the sharing curve is dominated by the intermedi-
ate state lifetime broadening and we infer a timescale of 30
as for the correlated electron dynamics of the conventional
Auger decay. To explain the anomalous not-Lorentzian energy
sharing distribution observed for photons close to the 4p dou-
ble excitation threshold, we propose a microscopic picture in
which the two excited 4p electrons reside between EF and the
vacuum level. The subsequent relaxation leads to the emission
of an electron pair. The spectroscopic weight of this pathway
moves with the photon energy, hence we term it as double
resonant Raman process.
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APPENDIX A: RANDOM BACKGROUND REMOVAL

In view of the fact that the new process envisaged is a
second-rank one, we consider it useful to discuss the accu-
racy with which the discrimination of the “true” from the
“random” coincidences is carried out in the experiment. We
have described details of our coincidence spectrometer in
previous work [17–19,41]. We want to recall important points
on how to deal with the unwanted intensity due to “random”
events. The “random” events have their origin in the emission
of uncorrelated electrons due to two independent photons.
The rate of those events scale quadratic with the primary flux
while the “true” events go linear with the flux and to achieve
a large “true” versus “random” ratio (TR-ratio) one has to
reduce the flux significantly. This is a general experimental
difficulty and it is generally accepted that the TR-ratio should
be kept above 1. There is a straightforward way to determine
this ratio with our instrument which we discuss via Fig. 7
[17,41].

We display the arrival time difference dt curve. This is
given by the flight time difference of two electrons reach-
ing the respective detectors. The total width of the dt curve
is given by ttot, this was electronically set to 330 ns. We
determine the temporal width ttrue which incorporates “true”
coincidences in the following way. There is no time correla-
tion between two incoming photons which are absorbed by the
sample. Consequently there is no preferred time difference in
the flight times of these two electrons. This leads to a continu-
ous intensity level for “random” counts. This is different from
the emission of two electrons constituting “true” events. This
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FIG. 8. 2D-energy distributions for hν = 96 eV. In panel (a) we
plot the “true” counts while panel (b) presents the “true” and “ran-
dom” counts. The solid diagonal lines refer to the position of Emax

sum .
The pairs of dashed lines indicate the energetic region used for the
sharing curves in the main text.

occurs, within the experimental time resolution, at the same
time leading to a peak in the dt spectrum.

With this reasoning we perform a fit with a Gaussian curve
(see Fig. 7), which defines a region of interest where “true”
coincidences are located. For this we take twice the FWHM
multiplied by 1.05 this gives the value of ttrue. This is a good
description of the base width of the peak indicated by the pair
of vertical dashed lines; see Fig. 7 [41]. The peak width is
in accordance with the time dispersion of the spectrometer
[54,55]. A typical value for the FWHM is 7 ns for a pass
energy of 300 eV and 1 mm slit size. For each coincidence
event we determine whether it falls within the region of in-
terest centered around the peak of the histogram. This leads
to two energy distributions, in one we have “true” and “ran-
dom” counts, while the other has only “random” events. The
window which includes only “random” counts has a width of
ttot − ttrue. This we scale by a factor ttrue/(ttot − ttrue ). If we
take now the difference, then we have effectively a spectrum
of “true” counts. There are no further adjustable parameters.
This allows to remove the aggregate effect of the “random”
counts in the energy spectra [56–58].

In Fig. 8 we want to illustrate this by showing the 2D-
energy spectrum obtained with hν = 96 eV. Figure 8(a) is the
spectrum which contains only “true” counts which refers to
the hatched area of Fig. 7. This is the result of removing the

FIG. 9. Evaluation of the dt histogram for the measurement with
hν = 96 eV. In panel (a) all data leading to the 2D-energy distribution
in Fig. 8 are shown. Panel (b) is result for the subset bounded by the
dashed diagonal line in Fig. 8.

aggregate effect of “random” counts which we displayed in
the manuscript. In Fig. 8(b) we display the spectrum which
contains both “true” and “random” counts, this is the hatched
plus dark-gray area in Fig. 7. The key point to notice is that
the intensity distributions are hardly different. Furthermore,
the intensity levels are very similar as evidenced by the same
scale of the color coding. This implies that the contribution of
“random” events is small in this investigation. This one can be
evaluated numerically as presented in the dt curves in Fig. 9.

In Fig. 9(a) we show the curve which contains all measured
events. We note a prominent peak and the width of the region
of interest is indicated by the pair of vertical dashed lines.
More importantly the peak height is much larger than the
intensity level outside the peak region. This leads to a TR-ratio
of 10.1 within the region of interest. In other words the con-
tribution of “random” counts is an order of magnitude smaller
than those from “true” counts. This large value is the reason
why the 2D-energy plots in Fig. 8 can be hardly distinguished.
Despite its small contribution we remove the “random” counts
as explained above.

The focus of our work was the behavior of the diagonal
intensity feature which is located within the dashed diag-
onal lines of Fig. 8. If we concentrate on these data we
obtain the dt curve plotted in Fig. 9(b). Here the TR-ratio
is larger and a value of 14.5 is obtained. The key mes-
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sage is that our spectra are a very good representation of
“true” events.

APPENDIX B: A PHENOMENOLOGICAL APECS MODEL

At high enough photon energy the core ionization chan-
nels are open and the direct double photoionization (DPE)
contribution to the probability of generating photo-Auger
electron pair can be neglected with respect to the resonant
APECS one [59]. Following this hypothesis, Sawatzky com-
puted the APECS cross section [56]. For energies well above
the core ionization threshold and for lifetime of the core
hole state large with respect to the electron-electron inter-
action time, the so-called two-step approximation holds. In
this approximation only one intermediate state contributes to
the transition matrix elements, that is the core hole state |lc〉
generated in the photoemission process and the pair creation
probability is proportional to

P(Eleft, Eright ) ∝
∣∣∣∣

〈 f |Vc|lc〉〈lc|D|i〉
hν − BEA+ − eP + i�

∣∣∣∣

2

× δ
(
hν − E2e

B − Eright − Eleft
)
, (B1)

with a single neutral initial state |i〉, a single final double
valence hole state 〈 f | and Vc as the electron-electron Coulomb
interaction operator, D as the photon dipole interaction oper-
ator, hν as the photon energy, E2e

B as the binding energy of
the final state, �A++ as the final state line width, and BEA+

as the binding energy of the intermediate state that has �A+

lifetime line width. The first bracket appearing in the modulus
square is the probability amplitude of the Auger decay, while
the second is the core photoionization amplitude. It is then ap-
pealing to build up a phenomenological model for the APECS
2D-energy distribution that reduces P(Eleft + Eright ) to the
product of the probability distribution of the individual photo
and Auger spectra [29] while imposing correlation between
the energies of the electron pair according to the following
energy balance:

Eleft + Eright = hν − E2e
B . (B2)

The quantity Eleft + Eright is defined within an uncertainty
determined by the uncertainty principle, �A++ on E2e

B , i.e., by
lifetime and width of the final double hole density of states.
Upon validity of these conditions, Kostanovskyi et al. [29]
have expressed the 2D-energy distribution in a more appro-
priate reference frame for the description of electron pairs
covariant in energy. Namely, have assumed P(Eleft, Eright ) to
be the product of two Lorentzians dependent on (Eleft + Eright )
and (Eleft − Eright ), thus obtaining the following function:

P(Eleft, Eright )

∝ �A+/2

(�A+/2)2 + [(Eleft + Eright ) − (μp + μA)]2

· �A++/2

(�A++/2)2 + [(Eleft − Eright ) − (μp − μA)]2
, (B3)

with μp,A the centroid and with �A+ (�A++) the width of the
photoelectron (Auger) electron peak. The resulting model can
be applied to give experimental grounds to the evidence for
the double core-hole decay that we claim in the manuscript.

FIG. 10. Comparison of the experimental and simulated 2D-
energy spectrum for hν = 206 eV. The data of panel (a) have
been shown as Fig. 2(c) in the main text. The simulation exploring
Lorentzian line shapes is plotted in panel (b). The solid diagonal lines
refer to the position of Emax

sum . The pairs of dashed lines indicate the
energetic region used for the sharing curves.

The 2D-energy distribution measured at 206 eV [Fig. 2(c)
in the main text] is ideally suited to apply the model be-
ing the photon energy large enough to clearly identify as
photoelectrons the one measured by the left detector and as
Auger those of the right detector. The experimental result is
reported in Fig. 10 together with a simulation that assumes for
the photoemission spectrum a Lorentzian fit function centered
at 143.1 eV with 23 eV FWHM, and for the Auger spectrum
a Lorentzian centered at 37.4 eV and equal width. �A++ is
determined by the self-convolution of the 4d single particle
density of states (DOS) reported in Fig. 3(a).

It is evident that the phenomenological simulation, even
though rather crude, reproduces most of the relevant features
of the experimental 2D-energy distribution. The width of the
distribution along the Eleft + Eright direction for Eleft − Eright =
const. is determined by the 2D DOS self-convolution, i.e.,
the two-hole DOS (about 4eV FWHM in this case), while
the distribution along −Eleft − Eright for Eleft + Eright = const.
reflects the breath of the energy share within the electron pair
that is proportional to the energy spread of the core-hole inter-
mediate state (23 eV in this case, that implies lower limit to the
4p−1 state lifetime of 30 as). The experimental counterpart of
the distribution along Eleft − Eright = const. is approximated
by a single Lorentzian function, as shown in Fig. 4(b) of
the main text and therein discussed in detail. The model so
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FIG. 11. Photon energy dependence of the 2D-energy distri-
bution of the simulation. The horizontal and vertical dashed line
represents the Auger kinetic energy.

far developed has been successfully applied to foresee the
2D-energy distributions at all other energies investigated in
the experiment. The relevant results are shown in Fig. 11.

The energy distribution along Eleft + Eright = const., that
represents the energy sharing within the electron pair energies,
is always well represented by the sum of two Lorentzians
identical to the one derived at 206 eV and set in mirror
symmetric position with respect to the Eleft = Eright diagonal.
This being the origin for the sum of two Lorentzian profiles
compared with the experiments in Figs. 4 and 5 of the main
text. We have added to this figure a horizontal and vertical
dashed line which indicate the kinetic energy of the Auger
electron. This helps to identify the center of the intensity
pockets. Via the photon energy we can adjust the energy
separation of the photoelectron-Auger pockets. Starting at hν

= 124 eV these are well separated. Upon reducing the photon
energy they come closer and at hν = 108 eV one can no
longer identify two pockets, but observes a broad range of
high intensity. This broad region reduces its extension for hν

= 96 eV. A further reduction of the photon energy to 86 eV
leads to the emergence of two well separated pockets. The
intersection of the two dashed lines is reached if the photon
energy is set to 100 eV. Under these conditions the Auger and
photoelectron have the same peak kinetic energy.

APPENDIX C: SPIN-ORBIT INTERACTION
OF THE 4p LEVEL

One may wonder how the spin-orbit interaction of the
4p level enters in the description of the Auger-photo elec-
tron decay in the case of Ag(100). If one has a spin-orbit
doublet then the differences in the binding energy lead to a
“fast” and “slow” photoelectron, which have a “slow” and
“fast” Auger electron counterpart. From the energy conser-
vation (B2) the energy sum of a “fast”-“slow” electron pair is
fixed. The energetic separation between a “fast” and “slow”
photoelectron (Auger electron) is due to the strength of the
spin-orbit interaction. The underlying assumption in this de-
scription is a two-step process in which the Auger electron
emission proceeds after the photoelectron emission. These

FIG. 12. Predicted Auger-photo electron emission from Ag upon
excitation of the 3d level with hν = 739 eV. The pair of dashed
diagonal lines define a Esum range which on the E 2e

B scale is identical
to those in Fig. 2.

straightforward facts lead to a prediction on how a 2D-energy
plot will look like. It will be a pair of horizontal and vertical
lines which intercept the Esum region. Following our previous
work [29] we simulate this for the particular case of the Ag
3d emission and subsequent CVV Auger emission. Input for

FIG. 13. We simulate the 2D-energy distribution for hν =
206 eV. Panel (a) is the result for the two-step process, while panel
(b) shows the result for the one-step process. The pair of dashed
diagonal lines define a Esum range identical to those in Fig. 2(c).
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the peak position is the XPS handbook [60]. The line width
of the photoelectron is set to 0.7 eV, while the Auger width
is 5 eV. These are not fit values, but are reasonably close
to the experiment. If we select a photon energy of 739 eV
Auger and photoelectron have similar energies. then we obtain
Fig. 12. This result is close to our previous experimental
observation [28].

We proceed by employing the same approach for the 4p
derived Auger decay. As far as the 4p line shape is concerned
we use the following input. The x-ray data booklet [50] lists
the binding energy of the 4p levels at 63.7 and 58.3 eV. A
line shape analysis of the 4p emission lines resulted in a
Lorentzian width of 8.5 (4p1/2) and 7.5 eV (4p3/2) [61]. We
used an average value of 8.0 eV for both lines. The kinetic
energy of the Auger electrons are not readily available. How-
ever, we have shown that all our data have a sum energy peak
at the same E2e

B value. This information fixes the (two) Auger
kinetic energies. The final input is the Auger electron width.

We assume a width of 5 eV, which reflects the width of the
self-convolution of the 4d valence band width. We also incor-
porated the different multiplicity by scaling the 4p1/2 part by a
factor 0.5. This finally leads to Fig. 13(a), which we compare
with the simulation employed in the main text. The photon en-
ergy was set to hν = 206 eV. The pair of dashed diagonal lines
in both plots indicates the energy range where most of the (ex-
perimental) intensity was found. The pair of dashed horizontal
lines in Fig. 13(a) indicate the energy positions of the 4p1/2

and 4p3/2 line. These lines intercept the region defined by the
diagonal lines at different energy positions (or energy shar-
ing). Energy conservation leads to white triangular regions in
the upper right corner where no intensity exists. Comparing
Figs. 13(a) and 13(b) we clearly see a different behavior, while
the simulation in Fig. 13(b) has the intensity confined within
the pair of red lines, this is not the case in Fig. 13(a). Since
Fig. 13(b) reproduces the experimental findings, Fig. 13(a)
does not.
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